
FriendO - The Best Friend Game

**About FriendO - The Best Friend Game**

FriendO - The Best Friend Game is about finding out which friends know you really well. But not

just your friends have to answer questions about you, you also have to answer questions about

your friends.

FriendO not only tests how well your friends know you, but also how well you know your friends.

The concept of FriendO is quite simple: You answer questions about yourself, which you can then

send to friends. In return, you also get questions about your friends that you should answer

correctly at best. Since each user gets their own FriendO ranking, you can always see which of

your friends answered the most questions about you correctly. Of course, your goal is to make it to

the top of your friends' rankings.

**FriendO - The Best Friend Game: Features**

- Test your friends: In FriendO you can easily find out which of your friends knows you best. You

can answer numerous questions from categories such as personality, taste in music or bio and

send it to your friends. Your friends are now being put to the test, whether they really know what

your favorite food is or what series, you prefer to watch. The app not only tests how well your

friends know you, but also how well you know your friends. You also get many questions about

your friends, which you should answer correctly in the best case. Connect with people in your

contact list and find out who knows more about each other.

- Reach the top of the Ranking: Each player can see in their personal ranking which friends have

answered most questions correctly. The higher the ranking, the more the person knows about you.

Your goal is to reach the top of your friends' rankings to prove you're a really good friend.

Conclusion: In FriendO you can find out in a fun way which of your friends knows you best.

However, you should not take it too seriously if a friend has not answered a few questions about

you correctly. This game was just designed to entertain you and not to destroy friendships.


